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Abstract. We present new athcks on key schedules of block ciphers. 
These attacks are based on the principles of related-key differential crypt- 
analysis: a1,tac:ks (,hat, allow both keys and plainkxts t,o be rhoscn with 
specific diflercnccs. We show how t,hese attacks can be exploited in actual 
protocols and cryptanalyze the key schedules of a variety of algorithms, 
including three-key Iriplc-DES. 

1 Introduction 

A key schedule is ari algorithrii that exparids a relalively short master key (typ- 
ically bet,ween 40 and 256 bit#s long) to a. rclat,ivcly la.rge expanded key (typically 
several hundred or t,housand bits) for later iisc 111 an encryption and decryption 
algorillirri. Key scliedules are used in several ways: 

a. To specify the round krys uf a product, ciphcr. DES [NBS77] uses its key 

b. To initializc somc fixed elements of a cryptographic transform. Khufu [MerSl], 

c. To initialize the state of a st,rearii cipher prior t,o gener:hng keystream. RC4 

schediile in this way, as do many other product, ciphers. 

Rlowfish [Sch94], md SEAL [RC:94] use a key schcdulc this way. 

[SchSG] uses a key schedule iri  tliis way. 

Note that (b) and ( c )  are the only inst,nnces where synchronous stream ciphers 
car1 fall prey to any clioseri-input attack. 

In t,his pager, we prcscnt new attacks on key schedules. In Section 2,  we sum- 
marize exist,ing cryptanalysis of key schrtrlulcs and extend somc of‘ those results. 
In Secliori 3,  we iritroduce and motivate related-key cryptanalysis. Section 4 dc- 
scribcs several new related-kcy attacks agaiiist a variety of algorithms. Finally 
in Section 5, we briefly discuss the design of good key scliethiles. 

2 Attacks 011 Key Schedules 

In th i s  se:ct,ion, we present, several prcvioris a.t8t>r2f.ks 1111 !icy schcclulcs. While ma.ny 
of these attacks caririol, hreak the underlying algorithms i n  all forms, they show 
a “theoretical weakness” which may be exploited in cert,ain circumstances. 

N. Koblitz (Ed.): Advances in Cryptology - CRYPT0 ’96, LNCS 1109, pp. 237-251, 1996. 
0 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1996 
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2.1 Meet-in-the-Middle Attacks 

Meet,-in-tlie-middle at,t,acks occiir when t,he first part of a cipher depends upoll 
a different set of key bits t,han does the second part. This allows an  attacker to 
attack the two parts independent,ly, and works against double-encryption with a 
block cipher and two different keys [MH81, OW91, OW951. 

2.2 Linear Factors 

A linear factor is a fixed set, of key bits whose complementation leaves the XOR 
of a fixed set of ciphertext bits urichariged; this weakness can be used to speed 
up  an  exhaustive key search Six-round IIES has a linear factor [CE86]. 

2.3 Weak Keys 

A weak key, K ,  is a key for which encryptlion is the same fiinctioii as decryption. 
A pair of semi-weak keys, li and [i’, are keys for which encryption with K is the 
same as decryption with I<’ and vice versa. Both DES and LOKI89 have weak 
keys [Dav83, Chp86, MS87, Knu93a].l I f  t,hc number of weak keys is relatively 
small, they may not coi-npromise the cipher when used to assure confidentiality. 
However, several 1ia.sh modes use block ciphers where an  a.ttacker can choose the 
key input in an  attempt to find a collision; in these modes the block cipher should 
not have any weak or semi-weak keys. 

2.4 Detectable Key Classes 

One way to reduce the effective keyspace is to divide t,he keyspace into classes, 
and then find an  attack that reveals to which class the key belongs. In  some 
instances, the workload of identifying a key with a specific class is very small; 
these too axe sometimes referred t80 as weak keys. 

For example, cert,ain keys in Blowfish [Sch94] result in identical S-box entries, 
and can be detected in reduced-round variants [VauSG]. IDEA [LMMSl] has 
several classes of keys detectable with just  two chosen-plaintext encryptions 
[DGV93]. The  key schedule in LOKI91 a.llows two different keys to have several 
round keys in common; this reduces the effective keyspace by almost a factor 
of four using 233 chosen plaintexts [KriuY3b]. Due to the weak mixing in its key 
schedule, RC4 has a class of detectable keys [n,oo95]. One out of 256 keys are 
dctcctablc, and a dctcctablc key has about a 13.8% chance of revealing 16 bits of 
the key i n  t,he first, oiit,piit, b y k .  I,iicifer has differential characteristics which are 
conditional on the key [l3B93]. 

It is interesting to note that the weak keys in DES were instrumental in proving that 
t h :  cipher. is not. a group [CW93]. 
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RC5 The following is a new det#ectable key class attack on RC5 [Riv95]. Suppose 
all but the first pair of R C 5  subkeys has only 0 bits in their low 5 bit positions. 
This is a weak key, because it is possible (with 1024 tries) to get a plaintext 
value that never rotates. To check for a weak key of t,liis kind, let X [ i ]  be one of 
the 1024 chosen 64-bit values which differ in the low five bits of each word. Let 
D = ( c ,  0,0, 0,  d ,  O , O ,  O ) ,  where c and d are random bytes. Send in the pairs 

for i = 0 to 1023. If we have a weak key of this kind, we get, some i whose output 
XOR is (e ,  O , O ,  0,  f ,  0,0, 0) where e and f are random bytes. This has to be the 
case if we don’t get ariy rotation, since nothing else i n  the cipher could propagate 
to the right. Any rotation, however srndl, anywhere, will destroy this property. 

If the subkey expansiori funct#ion were random, we would have a probability 
of choosing a weak key of 2 - l n R ,  where i? is the number of weak-subkey rounds. 
(Rivest defines one “round” of RC5 as two rourids, i.c. applications, of the Feistel 
function.) For R = 4, this is large enough to be of concern; for R = 12 the 
chances of getting a weak key at random are about 2-lZo. However, we need to 
worry about this attack if we try to build hash functions out of RC5 wilh almost 
any R. 

2.5 Simple Relations and Equivalent Keys 

A simple rclat,ion occurs between t,wo dilrereiit keys, manifesting itself as a re- 
lationship betweeri the resulting plairitexts and ciphertexts [Knu94]. This also 
allows the keyspace to be reduced in a search. DES and LOKI have a simple 
relation known as the complementation property: if K encrypts P to C ,  then the 
bitwise complement of Ii encrypts the bitwise complement of P to the bitwise 
complement of C .  This reduces the effective keyspace by one bit. DES and LOKI 
have pairs of keys for which a simple relatiori exists, for at least a fraction of 
all plaintexts [KnuS5a]. Kwan and t’ieprxyk describe a technique for locating 
complementation properties in linear key schcdiiles [KPS3]. 

Two keys are equivalent, if they transform all plairitexts identically. This can 
be considered a special kind of simple relat,ion. 

TEA TEA [WN95] is an easy-to-rriernorizr Feistel block cipher. It has a 128-bit 
master key I<o 3, and the key schedule i s  simple: all odd rourids use KO, li‘l as 
the round subkey, and a.11 even rourids L I S P  K Z ,  I I ’ ~ . ~  One cycle of ‘TEA applied l o  
the block Yi, Zi performs 

The round function is perturbed slightly by a diKerciit, constant for each round to 
avoid trivial attacks. 
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where the round function F is 

PL(z, k ,  k ’ )  = (ShiftLeftjz. 4) + k )  + ( 2  + @ (ShiftItight(r, 5) + k ’ )  

Consider complenieiit>ing Ihe most sigiiificant bits of I<o arid ICl. Not>e that 
flipping the most, significant bit propagates Ilirough both the addition and XOR 
operations, and flipping i l  twice cartcels t,hc modificat,ion. Therefore, modifying 
t8he 128-bit master key in this way does not effect the encryption process. We 
can also complement, t,he most, significantJ bits of K 2 ,  KJ without any effect. This 
means that each TEA kcy has 3 other equivalent keys. In particular, i t  is easy to 
construct collisions for ’I’EA when used  in  a Davies-Meyer hashing mode [Win84]. 

2.6 Attacks on One-Wayiiess 

A key schedule is one-way if, given several round siibkeys, it is infeasible for 
an attacker t,o gain any new inforiiiat~iori about, the master key or about, other 
unknown round subkeys. For instance, recovering a few rourid subkeys allows one 
to  recover most of the master key in the DKS key schedule; Biharn and Shamir 
exploited this t,o optimize their different,ial attack 011 DES [HS93b]. Furthermore, 
it may  be easier t,o find weak keys and related keys for key schedules which are 
not one-way. 

3 Introduction to  Related-Key Cryptanalysis 

A related-key attack is one where the attnckrr learns thc encryption of certain 
plaintext not only under t8he original (uriknown) key A‘, but also under some 
derived keys Ii’ = f ( K ) .  I n  a chosen-rrlated-key attack, the a h c k e r  specifies 
how the key is to be changed; known-related-key attacks are those where the key 
difference is known but cannot, be chosen by the at,tacker. We emphasize that the 
attacker knows or chooses the relatioriship between keys, but not the actual key 
values. 

3.1 Overview of General Techniques 

The simplest relatjccl-key atkack treats t,hc cipher ;is a tilack box. Winterriilz and 
H e h a n  show that ky obtaining t,he rricrypt,ion of a singlc chosen plaintext under 
2 chosen keys, I L  5 k ,  one may rccover the key values with 2k-n  offline t3rial 
encryptions, if the cipher uses k-bit, keys [WH87]. ‘I’his at,tack easily extends 
to  a probabilistic known-key att>acl< wit,li similar complexit,ies, and shows that 
any cipher has strengt,h of at most. 2 k / z  ii.gainst, Ihe na.ive black hox attack, if 
relat,ecl-key queries are not, much morc expensive thari chosen-plaintext queries. 

Hihani iritroduccd a form ol‘ relat,d-key crypta.nalysis of product ciphers 
based on rotating the rourid siibkeys [Bih94]. Grossrlian and Tuckerman have de- 
scribed an attack 011 Feistel ciphers with irlent8ical subkeys in each round [GT78]. 

‘ n 
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With hindsight, the ideas used in their known-plaintext, attack seem similar to 
the general approach of Biham’s related-key attacks, though their paper predated 
Biharn’s by 16 years. Ot,hers have used similar techniques to exploit key schedule 
weaknesses in chosen-plaintext attacks [Knu9Sb]. 

Let SKi be the ith round subkey generated from master key li under the key 
schedule. Biham’s attack takes advantage of a related key-pair (I<, A“) such that 
SKi = Sk‘l+l for nearly all i, by noting that the action of’ rounds 1 to r - 1 with 
master key K is equivalent to the action of rounds 2 to r with master key I<’. 
This method is successful against LOKT and Lucifer [Bih94]. 

One very useful cryptanalytic technique considers a differential attack in 
which the keys, as well as the plaintexts, are chosen with specific differences. 
Given a vulnerable key schedule, we can ofteri insert a chosen difference into 
the middle of a cipher, rather than having t,o pass through a.ll rounds of the 
cipher. ‘[’his formulation appears t80 be novel, though some earlier work [Knu95b] 
implicitly used this type of method. 

3.2 Motivation and Impact 

Related-key cryptanalysis has commonly been considered a powerful, but strictly 
theorelical, attack. We believe Ihat this view is inaccurate and that related-key 
cryptanalysis is of‘ practical interest its well. Ch ta in  real-world cryptogmphic 
implementations may allow for related- key cryptanalysis. Secure coininunications 
protocols sometimes use K to eiicrypt in one direction and in the reverse 
direction. At least one message encryptiori program uses A’, 1- + 1, I< + 2, etc., 
to encrypt a series of ~nessages .~  Irnplcmcntat,ions like these inadvertently allow 
for rehted-key attacks. 

We admit that the most obvious method for performing related-key attacks 
is rather impractical. In the st,raightforward approach, an adversary (an insider, 
perhaps?) must somehow rriariage lo cliangc the key in a predictable manner; 
only then will it be possible to mount a related-key query. The adversary i s  
assunled to have writeaccess to the key, but not, read-access to thc key or the 
protect,ed plaintexts. Because of‘ these strong (arid strange) requirerrierits, this 
naive scenario should not, be a concern i r i  most, practical applications. 

However, it, is not safe to dismiss related-key cryptanalysis on t,he basis of 
this analysis alone. The following sectlions explairi why we believe that related-key 
vulnerabilities can yield practical attacks 011 real crypt,ographic applications. 

3.3 Attacks on Key Exchange Protocols 

We present a new attack on key exchangc protocols which may allow an adversary 
to mount related-key queries on the iinderlying cipher. Suppose Alice and Rob 
are attempting to exchange a session key for bulk encryptmion; afler the protocol 

These implementations arc proprietary. and no refercnccs a r v  available. 
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run Alice receives a secret I<A and Bob receives a secret, l i B  , and in a successful 
run K A  = K B .  An adversary may at,tack this setup by tampering with the key- 
exchange protocol messages, so Ihat I i A  , I i B  have a known or chosen relation 
(but I i A  # K,rj ~ in general). After this attack, when Alice encrypts plaintext to  
Bob, Bob will not receive the correct message but will find random garbage upon 
decryption. IJnder n known-plaintext assumption, the adversary can receive the 
decryption of C under both A'A and K B ,  for many random values of C. This is 
not an unreasonable assumption; we can easily imagine that Bob may be willing 
to disclose his garbage (decrypted plairikxt) for debugging purposes when the 
key exchange fails. Furthermore, if the adversary can modify ciphertext en route 
it is possible to mount differential attacks with control over the difference entering 
the key and the ciphertext ports. In the end, a key-exchange protocol is vulnerable 
to this attack if it does not provide integrity protection for the shared secret i t  
exchanges. For example, a protocol which distributes a session key I{', between 
Alice and Bob, who share a long-term key K , b ,  by sending 

will be viilnerable sincc, an advcrsary ran flip t i ts  in K s  at  will. 

protocol [THSS]. The 2PKL)P protocol is 
To demonstrate lhis protocol at,tack, we examine the 'LPKDP key distribution 

where M A C  is a. cryptographic message authentication code, N ,  N' are nonces, 
K a b  is a long-term syrnmet,ric shared key between A and B ,  and li', is the nego- 
liated session key. We note that an adversary can easily flip bits in the second 
message to flip corresporiding bits in K s  arid thereby mount one related-key 
query. It is int,eresting to notc that the authors (incorrectly) believed that key 
integrity was not a necessary goal for a key distribution p r o t ~ c o l . ~  Our attack 
shows tjhatj, when the cipher is vulnerable to related-key attacks (as most are), 
key iritegrily is ~ i l a l . ~  

Though these examples have used symmetric-key protocols, one should not 
assume that a public-key protocol is inherently safer. For instance, if session keys 
are encrypted under an RSA key (e ,  n )  without completely padding all the unused 
input bits, an adversary can shift the key over j bits by rriultiplying the RSA 
ciphertext by 2"J mod 77,; this shift, may crcatc exactly the sort of key difference 
needed for a key rotatiori altack.' 

Furthermore, their optional protocol extensioii for key integrity can fail when there 
are related keys h', K' such that El< ( P )  = Ef,-, (P) holds w i l l  high probability. 
Other researchers, e.g. [MB94], have also noted the need for message integrity pro- 
tection in key distribrit,iori pr.ot,ocols. 
Standard public: k(:y srhemes such as k'li<:S [PKCS] and Bellare-Rogaway [RR94] use 
padding and t,hus are not vulnerable to this sort of attack. 
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Key exchange protocols may also be vulnerable when they transmit some key 
data as salt, in trhe clear (perhaps t80 avoid dictionary attacks), since this practice 
gives an adversary some control over the input, to the bulk cipher key schedule. 

As stated, the protocol attacks provide only one related-key query. To obtain 
multiple related-key queries, the adversary could try to attack several sessions; 
but all those failed key exchanges will probably be noticed, so it may be very 
difficult to obtain too many related-key queries. Alternatively, attacking n,-party 
key distribution (such as secure conferencing and multicasting) protocols may 
yield up to 'TI - 1 related-key queries; again, this is not practical for large values 
of R.  In this context, then, we can conclude khat related-key queries should be 
considered very expensive (though not infeasible) to obtain. A block cipher which 
succumbs to an attack requiring just, onc related-key and 232 known plaintexts 
should be very worrisome; an atstack needing 2'32 chosen keys seems impractical. 

3.4 Attacks on Hash Functions 

Probably the most relevaril context, for rclatcd-key crypt,analysis i s  the design 
of hash functions. 'I'ypically, hash functions are constructed from an iinderly- 
ing block cipher; often a Davics-Meyer type structnre is used, so that the mes- 
sage input, feeds int>o the block cipher's key. This setup is ideal for related-key 
cryptanalysts: a related-key query on the block cipher requires just one off-line 
chosen-message trial hash computation in t,his model, so a r e l n t d k e y  weakness 
in the block cipher could easily weaken the hash function severely. In other words, 
for hash functions, related-key qucrics arc cheap-usually cheaper than chosen- 
plaintext queries. Accordingly, hash finictions miist rely on the underlying block 
cipher t,o have an exceedingly strong key schedule. 

4 New Related-Key Attacks 

4.1 GOST 

GOST [GOST891 is an excellent cxamplc of a cipher t,hat, was designed l o  resist, 
rotating-subkey relat,ed-key att,acks but not, related-key differential cryptanalysis. 
Let K o . . ~  be the eight 32-bit words of the kcy. GOST is a 32-round Feistel cipher; 
the key schedule generat>es round siihkeys .sko ,;31 according to 

/<i rr,c,cl if i < 24 { K - i  8 otherwise S k i  = 

Note that a noii-zero Ah'" difference gets introduced into only sko ,  sks ,  s k i s ,  and 
~k~~ ; the difference A s k o  can be handled by the standard hick of' offsetting the 
first round key difference with an appropriately chosen plaintext difference. This 
approach allows us to bypass the first eight rounds for free. 

Ci OSiT's P-functiori is based on the parallel applicat,ion of eight 4-bit wide 
bijective S-boxes, followed by a left, rot,at,ion of I 1  hit,s. ' lh is  means that it is 
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possible to attack GOST with a triple of one-round characteristics A + B by 
F ,  B + c‘, and c‘ + .4 (here A ,  B, 0‘ are 32-bit differences), where each one- 
round cliaracteristic has just  one active S - b ~ x . ~  In more detail, let A be a n  input 
diff’erence with .lust w e  aclive S-box arid will1 only the higli-order bit set in  the 
inpiit difference t,o t,hat S-box. Choose B so that A -+ B and the low bit of 
aclive S-box’s output difference is zero. The round function rotales the outjput 
difference left by 11 bits, which puts the three non-zero bits of B into one S-box’s 
input in lhe second round. This second round is covered with B -+ C by a similar 
technique; the active S-box’s output difference should be zero in the high three 
bits, so that we can cover the third round wit,h C -+ i1.8 

If the probability of all three of these relationships is p ,  and they arc allowed 
to overlap (which is reasonable, as A,  Ll, arid C are each no more than four bits 
wide), then we can choose a key difference of A,  get a 20-round characteristic 
with probabilitsy p 3 2 ,  a.nd carry out, a 411 att,ack on 32-round GOS‘I’. ‘l’his analysis 
will only be pract,icnl when the S-boxes have R very bad difference distribution, 
since when p i 2 - ? ,  p32 i Against, a 24-round variant of GOST, this 
attack becomes more practical. (A 24-round variant of GOST should have a 
key schedule just, like full GOST, hut with one of the intermediate eight-round 
sequences removed. The la.st eight, subkeys shotild still he reversed from the first 
eight subkeys.) Suppose A t B with probability p o ,  B t C with p l ,  and C -+ A 
with p a ;  then we get it 12-round characteristic with probabilit,y p t p y p z ,  allowing 
11s to mount a 4K. attack on the 24-round GOST variant. 

We examined the security of the “standard” set of GOST S-boxes [SchSG]: we 
estimate that the 12-round characteristic has pro tiability about 2-68,  which is too 
low to make the attack practical. Randomly chosen S-boxes were much weaker. 
The average probability over 10000 random S-boxes was 2-”; other values were 
in  the range to YSol wit.h a large v;i.riatioii bct,wccn trials. 

4.2 IDEA 

IDEA [LMMSl] is an eight-rouiid hlock cipher wit.h a W b i t  block and a 128-hit- 
key. Each round key is 96 bit.s loiig; t81ierr is a.lso a final output t,rmsforinatiori 
which uses a 64 bit, round key. IDEA’S key schedule is very simple. To generate 
671 + 4 16-bit2 siibkey words for a n-round I D E A  variant,, a 128-bit register is 
filled with the key. l h e  first 16 bits are taken for the first subkey word, the next 
for t#he second, a.nd so on, unt8il all eight, 16-bit words in t,he register are taken. 
‘I’he register is t,hen rot,at,ed left, 25 b i k ,  and t,he process is repeated until all the 
required subkey words have been taken. 

Because of the simple key schetlulc, there is a chosen-key differential at- 
tack 011 3-round IDEA. ‘I’his attack can recover 32 bits of key using six chosen 
plaintcxts-two under the first key, four under the second. Recovering another 64 

The analysis is coinplicated tjy the fact  t,hat t.he GOST S-boxes may vary in diffrrcrit 
i r r i ~ ~ l ( ~ r r ~ ( ~ r i ~ , ~ i ~ , i o r i s ,  so  wc: will describc a gcricral i i p p r o x h  for cryptanalysis. 
Note that there are many ot,her possible ways t,o push charact,eristics through GOST. 
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bits of' the key requires another 217 chosen plain text,^ under t,he third kcy, leaving 
us with 32 bits to recover by exhaustive search. 

There is also a chosen-key ciphertext-only t,irniing at,tack on fiill eight-round 
IDEA. I t  requires 5 x 217 related-key qiieries, each used to encrypt 220 random. 
unknown plaintext blocks. We must be ahlr t.o measure the time to perform each 
aggregate of 2" cncryptions an accuracy of orie second. 

The Attack 011 3-Round IDEA R'c first, ollserve that thP only subkeys used in 
IDEA-3 that arc different for I< and for I<@21"3 arc subkeys 1. and 15 (numbering 
from 0).  This  allows u s  t80 rccov~r  32 bits of' the key by encrypting A" and A1 
under K ,  and A0 +- %9, 11" - 2" A1 + 29 ~ and .A I - 2' iindc~r I< @ 21°3. Depending 
on the initial value of key bit 103, one or the ot,hcr adjustrrierit to A. arid A1 will 
cancel out the charige to subkey 1. For cithcr t,he +2' or -tL9 values, there will 
usually be oiily one pair of values for subkeys 18 and 20 that are consistent with 
the out,put, differences.' 

Extending the atta.ck requires encrypt,ing about 2'" diflerent quadruples under 
@ 2127 , correspoiidirig to tlie possible diffcrcnt, v;rlues of subkey 1. For one of 

t,hese quadruples, we will usually have only one pair of values for subkeys 19 and 
21 consistent with the output diflerences. From this, riot only have we learned 
some information about the value of subkey 1, we can also carry out a further 
attack to recover subkeys 16 and 17. Wit,Ii knowledge of the last four subkeys, 
we ca.n look al, thc input,s to lfie MA-box in the last, round. We can theri verify: 
for each of the 2''' possible values for subk 16 and I T ,  whether these subkey 
values are consisteril with the input and out,put differences, which we c a ~ i  see 
directly. We will usually Grid only one such value for these two subkeys. 

Related-Key Differential Timing Attacks [KocSG] cryptanalyzes several irn- 
portant cryptosyst,ems by timing their operation. We preseril a rclatively simple 
chosen-key timing altack on 1DF;A. It exploik the fact that. t,he total t,ime to 
encrypt a large number of' random blocks of' data with IDEA is a function of the 
total number of zcro miilt,iplicativc subkeys." 

On a 33 MHz 480SS, we have measured t,hat incrcasirig the number of zero 
multiplicative subkeys by one decreases the time required to carry out 1,000,000 
block encryptions by an average of 3 scconds. ' lh i s  allows a.n attacker to determine 
whether a given change in a key has caused tjhc t,ot,al number of zero subkeys lo 
go up, go down, or stay the same. 

'I'he IDEA a.t,tack h k e s  adv;intagr, of this olmwat,ioii, as follows. First, re- 
quest the encryption of about, IL"] random plairit,exts (such as we would expect to 

The simplest way to implemeril this &tack is simply t,o try all 2'12 candidatc values 
for subkeys 18 and 20 together, arid look for the values that have the same XOR 
difference between (,he MA-box outpuh under I< and imder A' @ 2'"". 

l o  There is also an adaptive chosen plairrkxt tiiiiiiig att,ack on full eight-round IDEA 
which rcquires no relat,ed kcy queries, hut i t  i s  c:onsiderably more complex and de- 
mands many c:hoseii plaint,exts. 
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get from CBC, OFB64, or CFB64 modes) under key I < ,  and record the elapsed 
time to within on? second'' as To. Continue to record similar t,imings for each 
key A'@ i for all 16-bit values of i. Next., fix a 128-bit value MASK which has all 
but the low 16 bit,s set ,  and request h e  lirriings 7; for each key II' @ MASK @ i 
for all 16-bit values of i. If the low 16 bits of li' are dcrioted by li ,  then the timing 
Tk will be the smallest of Ihe Yi's, ant3 also T; will be smaller than any other '1;. 
'I'lierefore, by scarching for it k with this property, we can recover one subkey 
word from I<. We repeat the process t.o recover 80 bits of A' and exhaustively 
search over thc remaining 18 urikriown hits." 

4.3 SAFER K-64 

SAFER K 6 4  is a 6-round block ciplirr whose round function combines the input 
wit,li a round subkey, applies eight parallel &hit, pmnutatioii S-boxes, combines 
the result wit,h anothcr subkey, arid <:rids with a diffusion layer [Mas!M]. The 
key schedule rotat,es t,he ith master key byte arid adds a constant to obtain 
the it,h byte of each round siihkey; therefore master key byte i affects only the 
input and output of S-box i i n  every round. Knudsen shows that this regularity 
in the SAFER. Ii-64 key schedule causes serious weaknesses in the block cipher 
[I<nuSSb], He firids a related-key atatjack which has a 1/73 probability of recovering 
8 key h i h  given one chosen related-key query and 2""-2'i6 chosen plaintexls. 

We believe t,hat, Knudscn's differential a.ttack can be optimized by using stand- 
ard ideas I'rorri diffrrential crypt,analysis [BS93a]. Adopt a 1R attack, so that, the 
differential characteristic rovers rounds 2 -5; the first roiind can be bypassed by 
using structures of 28 plaintjrxt8s, as Knuclscn suggested in [I<nu95b]. This  4- 
roiind charactcrist#ic has probability qproximntely 2-" t,o 2-28 (when the key 
difierence is favorable, which happens about 1/73 of the time) and SIN ratio 
of at least, 2". If just  one chosen related-key query is available, we exp 
to have about, a 1/73 probability of recovering about. 28 key bit,s after 
chosen plaintexts.'" With a st,ructmurc of 28 rrhosen related-key queries, we predict 
t,liis will find aboul 28 key hitjs (wit,li very high probability) after approximately 
. ~ ~ ~ - 2 ~ ~  total chosen piaintcxts. 

ptarialysis because its key sched- 
ule has little avalaiiche and geiierat,es a.11 round subkeys in nearly the same way. 
SAFER SK is a variant wit,li a.n updated key schedule, designed to increase its 
avalanche qualities; i l  is riot, vulnerahlc~ t,o t,lie relat,ed-kcy attack described above 
[KriuSSb]. 

SAFER. K-64 is wea.k against relatrd-key 

These ririmbcrs reflect, t,he itlachine ant1 i r r i ~ ~ i ~ ~ r r r c ~ r i ~ , i i ~ , i o r i  used for the experiment- 
other rriadiincs and implementations may  change h s c  significantly. For example, 
improved t.ime resolution will tf(:crc:iise t,he number of ciphertexts needed. 
Alternatively, onc could cont,inue to recover multip1icat.i vc siibkcys irr Ihis way until 
all 128 hiLs o f  K are known. 

l 3  The: 1 H att,ack allows one to extract i r r o i  c '  i r i l ' o r ~ r i i a i i w i  about the last rowid s ihkcy 
from a right pair t , l i i i r i  Iiriirclseri's 01t ;it,t;tck does. 
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4.4 DES with Independent Round Siibkcys 

A 768-bit DES variant uses indeperiderit round subkeys [BerX3]. This varianl 
will be milch weaker in  some situations: there is a very simple related-key attack 
needing just 15 related keys and 60 cliosori plsintext,s. Obtain the encrypt,ions 
E ( k , p )  and E ( k ’ , p ) ,  where k’ is obtained from k by flipping some bits in the 
last round subkey; this can be thought, of as a differential IR attack with a 
characteristic of probability 1 .  ‘I’he last round subkey can be recovered with four 
chosen plaintexts, and then we can peel off the last, round and repeat the attack 
on  15-rourid DES. This  at,t,a.ck can also be optimized for t,he case when rclated 
key queries arc very expensive t.0 achieve a complexity of one related key and 
216 or so chosen plaintexts. For nearly any product block cipher, if it’s possible 
to flip bits in a cipher’s cxpanded key, it’s possible t.o mount an  XOK. different,ial 
attack on the last round of the cipher. This may he useful in attacking some 
systems that leavc expanded keys vulnerahle lo change. 

4.5 G-DES 

(2-DES [PASOa, PASOb] is R IIES variant with independent round subkeys. The 
authors foresee difficulty if il  is used for hashing (such as a Davies-Meyer con- 
struction), so they specify two spccial iiiodes for use as a one-way function. Both 
inodes use 16 G-DES eiicryptioris, wit11 the 768-bit message block as the key; 
the first mode iterates encryptions scrially t,o an initial constant plaintext block, 
while the secoiid iiiucle applies them iri parallel to IG initial constants. Both 
hashing modes can be broken by a trivia.1 related-key differential attack which 
modifies parl of thc last round subkey: at niosl 232 trial encryptions suffice to 
find collisions. The a,iitliors did nol envision any diificult,y using G-DES for cow 
fidentiality, but our analysis of DES wit,li independeril round subkeys show that, 
G-DES is also vulnerable tso relat,ed-key a(txcks in these applic a t’ ions. 

4.6 Three-Kcy Triple-DES 

‘I’hree-key triple-DES is a. well-known melliod for strcngthening IIES with A 

168-bit key; it, is also siisceptible to related-kcg at,tacks. ‘I‘his mode can be con- 
sidered a 3-round cipher with independent, 56-bit round subkeys, realizing that, 
each round is very strong. Naively, one might use rotat,ional related-key crypt- 
analysis; however, such an approach would require many known plaintexls. 

Thcrc is a. bet,t,er related-key attack on t,riplP-I)F,S. I kno te  the triple- DES 
cncryption of P under key A’ = ( k a ,  kb> k,,) by 

A relatcd key-pair will bc 
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where A is an arbitrary fixed known constant. Once we have a known-plaintext, 
pair" P, C: for the key li, we obtain t,he decryption of C: iiiider key I<' to  obtain 
P' = E- ' (k ,&A,  E(k,, P ) ) ;  now exhaustive search will recover Ic,  in 256 encryp- 
tions. After thal, one can find k b ,  k ,  with a nieet,-iri--the-middle attack on double- 
DES, which has complexity of approxirnately 2'" t,o 272 [MIISl, OW91, OW95]. 
In total, we need one chosen related-key rlucry, one chosen-ciphertext query, and 
256 -zT2 offtine trial encrypt,ions. 

Note this atmt8ack does not work agairisl two-key t#riplc-DES, and is the first 
attack for which t,wo-key triple-DLS is stronger than three-kcy triple-DES. 

4.7 ECB+OFB 

Matt Blaze proposed a double-DES v a r i m t  [Rla93], as followvs: 

= l<(l<,l> .u,> '11 P,,) 

It was intended as a st,roriger replacwncwt for sirigle I j P S  for use in a crypto- 
graphic filesystern. 

This scheme is a . 1 ~  vulnerable to related key n.t,tack. Obtain a known plairilext 
pair P, C encryptccl under key A' = ( I<,  , Kz), and obt,aiii t,he chosen ciphertext 
decryption P' of C," under the related key I<' (I<l @A, /<2),  where A is a known 
constant. Since P' @ P = Ob"'H(K1~ I V )  63 OFB(I<I @ A ,  I V ) ,  exhaustive search 
will recover I<, wit,h 256 trial ericryptioiis, and then li2 follows with another 
exhnust,ive search. In t,ot,a.l, the attack requires one relat,ed-key query, one chosen- 
ciphertext query, a.nd P7 trial encrypt,ions. 

Note that Blaze's cncrypting filcsystcrn [Bla94] actually implements a modi- 
fication of this mode; t,he dcplogetl rrioile is resist,ant to o u r  attack. 

5 Designing Strong Key Schedules 

Two basic approaches prevent. rclabed- key attacks on a cryptosysterri. First, one 
may provide protection it1 the high-levcl prot,ocol. To this end, we proposc the 
following explicit design principlc: key t-mhnngt. p?'otOC015 should guarantee t h e  
integrity (not ,just t he  confidmtidzt,y) 0s 

In the second a.pproach, one prevents rclated-key attacks against the cipher 
by immunizing the key schedule against related-key atlacks. 'Yo that end, we re- 
coiriniend that, desigtirlrs ~nazonzizr i i d ~ i i c - t i e  L Y A  [lie subkeys arid avoid linear key 
sclzedulcs. Every key hit, should a k t  nearly every round, if possible, but not in 
exact,ly t,hc same way; ;dso the key sc lule should be designed to resist differ- 
erilial athcks.  'I'his t,yye of approa.cli \ adopted by S K A  I, [RC94] and Blowfish 

'' A r i  ariongrnouh I-eviewcr has pointed out  that t , t i c s  kriown-plaintext attack can be 
converted to a ril)hc.rttext-only att,nck with kriowlrtlge of a faulty P', C' pair. 
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[SchS4], and suggeskd in [I<riuY4] ~ arid rcsiiIt,ed in st,rorig key schedules. The key 
schedules of FEAL [SM88] and K C 5  [R,ivS5] also resist related-key cryptanalysis. 
As an open question, we not? tha,t, t,he IIES kry schcclulc i s  linear, and wonder 
why itc appears to resist related-key attacks. 

If you arc alrea.dy using a key schedulc t.hat8 may be vulrierablc, we reconirncntl 
the following design principle: pass the key lliruuyti u cryptogmphicully s t ~ o n g  
hush fiiiictiuri before send ing  it to the key schedulc. Of course, Lhis tcchnique will 
make the algorithm less nt,t,ractive for use as a bash function. 

Ideally, designers shoiild adopt both the protocol-level arid cipher-level ap- 
proaches simultaneously, providing defense iii depth. 

6 Conclusions 

Related-key cryplarialysis is well-known lo tw extremely powerful. We have ex- 
tended this technique to iiiclude differential cryptanalysis, and have shown wenk- 
nesses in many published algorithms. Vurtherrriorc, we have shown how these 
wcaknesses can be exp1oit)ed in real-world sit,uat#ions. Everi though these attacks 
are not generally applicable iri situatioris where raridom keys and a secure kcy dis- 
tribution system are used, wc regard relat-ed-kq crypt,analysis as an important 
tool for both the c:ryptfanalystf’s and the key-~c.heclule designer’s workbench. 
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